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Abstract

Smart money often trades actively during times of large corporate events. We document in the context
of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) that, during the bid negotiation period, institutional investors
increase their holdings of acquirers in deals that generate positive value and decrease their holdings
in those that generate negative value. The resulting trading profits create a significant gap between
the return to the acquiring firm and the return to these investors, and this gap renders firm return
a misleading measure of investors’ incentives in pursuing mergers. On average, institutional investors
earn 2.4% from M&A while the return to acquirers is only -0.9%. In deals that deliver volatile returns
to acquiring firms, the gap increases to 6.3%. We further show how the trading motive impacts the ex
ante holdings of institutional investors and how the trading decision and the resulting gap are impacted
by the investors’ ability to vote on the deals as well as other deal characteristics such as merger size,
stock liquidity, initial holdings, and the institutional investors’ trading skills. Our study highlights
that the group of investors who have influence over corporate actions do not necessarily bear the full
consequences of such events, and therefore accounting for the dynamics of shareholder composition is
critical in measuring investors’ incentives correctly.
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1 Introduction

An important pillar in corporate governance is the voice of institutional investors, with the underlying

assumption that institutional investors’ interest aligns with the firm’s value. One common way of measur-

ing the value of corporate actions to a firm is to look at the market reaction to related corporate events.

Insofar as corporate decisions are meant to maximize shareholder value, market reaction is commonly

used to gauge shareholders’ incentives in these events. For a given shareholder, however, his return from

a corporate event equals the market reaction to the firm only if he passively holds the firm’s shares and

sees through the corporate events. In reality, many shareholders trade actively during corporate events

and therefore the group of shareholders who have a say on such events are not necessarily the group of

shareholders who bear the consequences of these events. Due to the dynamics of shareholder composition,

market reaction measures only the changes to the firm’s equity value (i.e., the return to the firm hence-

forth) resulting from the corporate events, but not necessarily the incentives of shareholders who make

crucial decisions on such events. This problem is aggravated by the fact that “smart money” (e.g., sophis-

ticated institutional investors such as top mutual funds, hedge funds, and other asset management firms)

often possess both superior ability in trading and greater influence on corporate decisions, and these ad-

vantages allow them to strategically exploit the trading opportunity generated by corporate events. Hence

firm returns can differ substantially from the return to these informed institutional investors, creating

misleading implications on their incentives. In this paper, we examine the existence of the gap between

firm returns and returns to the informed institutional investors in the context of mergers and acquisitions

(M&A), and we quantify this gap to better understand their incentives.

We focus on the market of M&A for two reasons. First, M&A are one of the most important decisions

corporations make in their lifetime, which impact firm value to a large extent. Given the challenge in

selecting the merger partner and integrating operation after business combination, M&A create great

uncertainty in firm value. Informed institutional shareholders are likely to leverage their informational

advantage to exploit trading opportunities in M&A events, and thus the gap between firm return and

the return to these shareholders well exemplifies our research question. Second, the M&A literature

has largely relied on the market reaction, both in the short-run and long-run, to gauge shareholders’

incentives in pursuing mergers (see e.g., Andrade, Mitchell, and Stafford (2001); Betton, Eckbo, and

Thorburn (2008) and references therein). Recognizing the gap between the return to the firm and the
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return to shareholders sheds new insight on this literature. For example, this gap allows us to provides a

complementary explanation for the long standing value creation puzzle – why do acquirers pursue M&A

when they experience overtly small or even negative announcement returns on average. Previous studies

offer plausible explanations based on the conflict of interest between managers and shareholders (Jensen

(1986), Harford (1999), and Roll (1986)) as well as information asymmetry between corporate insiders and

outsiders (Shleifer and Vishny (2003); Rhodes-Kropf and Viswanathan (2004); Rhodes-Kropf, Robinson,

and Viswanathan (2005), Cai, Song, and Walkling (2011); Bhagat, Dong, Hirshleifer, and Noah (2005),

and Wang (2018)), and our paper shows that informed institutional investors may choose to embrace

acquisitive firms because they are able to capture the option value generated in M&A, which differs

strikingly from the return to the acquiring firms.

Two examples help illustrate the idea. On August 4th, 1999, Dow Chemical announced its takeover

bid for Union Carbide. Forty one investment companies of Dow Chemical, including Putnam Investment,

Wellington Management, Vanguard and Rowe Price Group, held 11% of Dow Chemical shares before

the announcement.The deal closed on February 6th, 2001, and during the bid negotiation period (from

bid announcement to deal consummation), these institutional investors purchased another 8% of Dow

Chemical shares outstanding and formed a total holding of 19% post merger. During the next 12 months,

Dow Chemical realized a buy-and-hold abnormal return (BHAR) of 18%, generating a great profits for

these institutional investors. A back-of-the-envelop calculation suggests that these institutional investors

would have earned only 593 million dollars (i.e., BHAR of 18%) if they remained passive in this deal,

while their trading produces additional 418 million dollars of profits (i.e., additional return of 13%), and

thus their return from this merger event is 31%, which is substantially higher than what the return to

Dow Chemical stock suggests. Another example is Sealed Air Corp’s acquisition of Diversey. The deal

was announced on June 1st, 2011, and completed on October 3rd, 2011. Twenty investment companies

held 42% of Sealed Air Corp before the announcement, and they liquidated most of their initial holdings

during the bid negotiation period by selling off 27% of total shares outstanding. Sealed Air Corp lost 15%

of value during the 12-month period post merger, compared with its matched firm. These institutional

investors would have lost 262 million dollars (i.e., BHAR of -15%) if they remained passive in holding the

shares, but they actively cut back their holdings and limited their losses to 73 million dollars (i.e., the

return of -5%) from this bad deal. Their trading renders the return to Sealed Air Corp a poor measure
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of their realized loss and a misrepresentation of their incentives in such merger events.

How prevalent is the gap between the return to acquiring firms and the return to their informed

institutional shareholders, as demonstrated in the above examples? How does this gap misrepresent the

incentives of these institutional investors? To answer these questions, we construct a sample of M&A

with US acquirers and targets announced between 1980 and 2017, and we match this sample to the

13F dataset to obtain institutional holding of acquirers. We examine institutional investors’ trading of

acquirer stocks in two stages: before bid announcement and during bid negotiation. We relate their

trading in each stage to the post-merger deal performance measured by BHAR over different horizons.

We focus on BHAR because we find that institutional investors’ trading on M&A events concentrates in

the period of bid negotiation, which occurs after the realization of the cumulative abnormal return (CAR)

around bid announcements, and BHAR matches the trading and holding horizon of these institutional

investors. Since the ultimate success of a merger critically depends on the post-merger integration and

the realization of expected synergies, it is also possible that the market needs to learn more information

gradually after deal closure to evaluate the value of the merger to the firm, and thus BHAR may reflect

the market’s updated assessment as new information arrives. For this reason, BHAR has also been used

in previous studies to examine shareholder behavior and deal quality in the long-run.1

Our analysis yields a few novel findings. First, we find that institutional trading during the bid

negotiation period is strongly and positively correlated with the ex post deal performance. Specifically,

we find that following the bid announcement, institutional investors increase their holdings of acquirer

stocks in mergers that end up with good ex post performance and reduce their holdings of acquirer stocks

in mergers that eventually turn out bad. This finding confirms the observation we made from the two

examples above in a large-sample study. Our estimate suggests that, for a one-standard deviation increase

in the ex post deal performance (measured by 12-month BHAR), institutional investors increase their

holding of acquirer stocks by 30% through their trading during the bid negotiation period. For an average

M&A deal, the return to these institutional investors is 3.3 percentage-points higher than the return

to the acquirer’s firm value, which is economically sizable given the average return to acquirers is only

-0.9%, and this gap results from the institutional investors’ trading profits. As a result, even though an
1For example, Lyon, Barber, and Tsai (1999a); Mitchell and Stafford (2000); Ben-David, Drake, and Roulstone (2015);

Chen, Harford, and Li (2007). Also, CAR is known to be contaminated by bid anticipation and information revelation, and
only weakly correlated with the true deal performance (see e.g., Barraclough, Robinson, Smith, and Whaley (2013); Jacobsen
(2014), Ben-David, Bhattacharya, and Jacobsen (2020)).
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average M&A destroys firm value, they are not necessarily bad events for informed institutional investors.

Moreover, we find that the gap is much more striking in deals that deliver volatile returns. Specifically, as

we sort deals by the magnitude of their post-merger 12-month BHAR, we find that the return to informed

active investors is 6.3 percentage-points higher than the return to the firm for deals that rank above the

median. In contrast, the gap is much smaller when BHAR is closer to zero. This is consistent with the

fact that institutional investors trade more aggressively in “big” events. In such cases, using the return to

the firm to measure the incentives of the informed institutional investors can be particularly misleading.

Next, we analyze how this gap varies cross-sectionally with deal characteristics and institutional in-

vestor characteristics that shape these investors’ incentive and ability of trading in M&A. We first compare

our results for deals of different size. Large deals create more uncertainty about the future value of the

combined firms, which provide institutional investors with a greater incentive to collect information and

trade on M&A deals. We partition the full sample into two equal-sized subsamples based on the median

of deal size, and we find that the positive association between institutional investors’ trading on acquirer

stocks and the post-merger performance is much more pronounced for the subsample of large deals, and

the estimated coefficients are economically small and statistically insignificant for small deals. Our mea-

sure shows that the gap between the return to the firm and the return to these institutional investors is

1.3 percentage-points for small deals and increases to 4.7 percentage-points for large deals.

Second, we examine our results for acquirers with different stock market liquidity. Liquidity is an

important determinant of trading profits, and high liquidity allow informed traders to better camouflage

their trades and earn higher profits from trading on their private information (as in Kyle 1985). Using

the bid-ask spread as the proxy of liquidity, we document that our results are much stronger for acquirers

with high liquidity, and the results diminish as acquirer stocks are traded with a wide bid-ask spread

and thus exhibit low liquidity. The return to these institutional investors is close to the return to the

firm in the low-liquidity subsample, compared with a gap of 6.1-percentage points in the high-liquidity

subsample.

Third, many institutional investors are subject to short sale constraints, which limit their ability of

profiting from trading on negative news. To demonstrate the effect of this channel, we first show that

the positive association between institutional investors’ trading and ex post deal performance is largely

driven by institutional investors’ purchase of acquirer stocks in good deals rather than their sales of
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acquirer stocks in bad deals. The estimated coefficient for good deals is almost four times as large

as that for bad deals. Meanwhile, previous studies (e.g., Edmans (2014) and reference therein) also

argue that institutional investors’ initial holdings of acquirer stocks help mitigate the effect of short-sale

constraints. Motivated by this argument, we examine how our results vary with the initial holdings of

acquirer stocks by institutional investors across different deals. We find that our results are much more

pronounced for deals in which institutional investors hold a large fraction of acquirers’ shares before bid

announcements. Intuitively, large initial holdings increase investors’ capital gains from good deals and

decrease the likelihood of binding short-sale constraints in bad deals, leading to a greater sensitivity of

institutional investors’ trading with respect to deal performance and generating a larger trading profit for

these investors in M&A deals. Our measure indicates that in deals with high initial institutional holdings,

these institutional investors earn 4.6 percentage-points higher than the return to the acquirers; while in

deals with low initial institutional holdings, the gap falls to 0.5 percentage-points.

Fourth, institutional investors’ incentive of collecting information and trading in M&A deals is also

shaped by the weight of the acquirer stocks in their portfolios. This weight is related to, but different

from, the institutional investors’ initial holding measure (Fich, Harford, and Tran (2015)). Specifically,

the former gauges the holding of acquirer stocks as a fraction of the institutional investors’ portfolio while

the latter gauges the holding as a fraction of the acquirers’ total shares outstanding. For instance, if

institutional investors hold 80% of shares outstanding by an acquirer, the initial holding measure is 80%,

but if the acquirer is small, this holding may account for less than 1% of these institutional investors’

portfolio value and thus a very low portfolio weight. Partitioning on the weight of acquirer stocks in

institutional investors’ portfolios, we document that institutional investors trade more aggressively and

gain greater trading profits from M&A deals in which their holdings of acquirer stocks represent an

important component of their portfolios. Our measure shows that the gap between the return to the firm

and the return to these institutional investors is 6.2 percentage-points when the acquirers account for a

greater fraction of institutions’ portfolio, and this gap reduces to 1.7 percentage-points when acquirers do

not carry a significant portfolio weight.

Fifth, since the institutional investors’ ability of trading on M&A events is center to our research,

we sort institutional investors by their ability and examine how our results differ systematically across

investors of differential ability. We measure their ability by their trading performance in past M&A
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deals, assuming that their ability of identifying deal quality is a persistent skill. We partition investors

into quintiles based on their ability measure and show that the association between their trading in the

M&A events and the ex post deal performance increases monotonically with ability. Specifically, trading

made by institutional investors of top-quintile ability exhibits a strong, positive relation with long-run

deal performance, while trading placed by those of bottom-quintile ability consistently exhibits a strong,

negative relation with long-run deal performance. The difference between the two groups is economically

sizeable and statistically significant. As expected, high-ability institutions earn 5.6 percentage-points

higher than the return to the firm, while the gap between the return to low-ability institutions and the

return to the firm is -5.2 percentage-points.

Lastly, we leverage the institutional shareholders’ investment horizons to analyze how their incentives

of engaging in trading and active influence affect our results. We measure institutional shareholders’

investment horizons using their average portfolio turnover rate (i.e., the churn ratio), and we partition

the full sample into two equal-sized subsamples of short-term investors and long-term investors. We

document that the positive association between institutional trading and ex post deal performance is

mainly driven by short-term investors, and the results are insignificant for long-term investors. In contrast,

when acquirers are mostly held by long-term investors, M&A deals are more likely to be canceled when

they are poorly received by the market upon bid announcements, measured by three-day CAR, suggesting

that long-term investors may engage in active influence through the back-of-the-scene intervention.

To close our analyses, we finally confirm that institutional investors in our sample do not appear to

possess material inside information of M&A deals and they do not front run the market, because their

trading of acquirer stocks prior to bid announcements is uncorrelated with the ex post deal performance.

In other words, they cannot predict deal quality before a deal is publicly announced, suggesting that these

investors are likely good at identifying deal quality only after the potential target is known. Despite that

they cannot predict deal quality before deal announcements, we find that these institutional investors

prefer holding acquisitive firms and before bid announcements, they increase their holdings of acquiring

firms with highly dispersed long-run performance. This finding is consistent with the fact that informed

institutional investors capture the option value generated by M&A events, and thus higher uncertainty in

deal performance increases institutional investors’ expected trading profits (Goldman and Wang (2021)).

This result also implies that the gap between firm return and the return to institutional investors is much
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larger for acquirers that pursue highly risky mergers. It is worth noting that in these deals, accurately

measuring the shareholders’ incentives becomes particularly important in gauging their governance role.

Our paper relates to a few strands of literature. First, it is pertinent to the M&A literature that

uses the market reaction around bid announcements (e.g., 3-day CAR) or the long-run post-merger

performance (e.g., BHAR) to gauge the value implications of M&A on acquiring firms and target firms.

Previous studies debate on the pros and cons of different measures and investigate how they relate to the

causes and consequences of M&A (Kaplan and Weisbach (1992); Healy, Palepu, and Ruback (1992); Li

(2013); Ben-David, Drake, and Roulstone (2015); Hoberg and Phillips (2018); Dasgupta, Harford, and

Ma (2023); Ben-David, Bhattacharya, and Jacobsen (2020)). Our paper does not take a strong stance in

this debate, but instead, we emphasize the importance of measuring shareholders’ return in M&A from a

dynamic perspective. We highlight the fact that smart money trades actively in such corporate events and

there exists a large gap between the return to firm value and the return to these informed institutional

shareholders. To this end, our paper stresses that the return to firm can be a misleading measure of

shareholder incentives in engaging in M&A, and we propose to gauge the shareholders’ incentives by

taking into account their expected trading profits from these deals.

Second, our paper also contributes to the large empirical literature that documents the governance

value of institutional investors. Several studies, for example, investigate how institutional investors impact

compensation (e.g. Hartzell and Starks 2003) or anti-takeover provisions (e.g. Brickley, Lease, and

Smith 1988). A more closely related stream of research focuses on the effect of institutional investors on

acquisition outcomes. For example, Gaspar, Massa, and Matos (2005a) document that acquirers held by

institutions with low turnover rates perform better than those held by short-term institutional investors.

Qiu (2006) finds that mutual fund holdings are positively associated with firm acquisitiveness and the

association is stronger among firms that have large amounts of cash and few growth opportunities. Chen,

Harford, and Li (2007) document that long-term independent institutional investors actively monitor

corporate acquisition decisions. Matvos and Ostrovsky (2008) and Harford, Jenter, and Li (2011) explore

whether institutional investors’ cross-holdings of the acquirer and target stocks can explain their lack of

opposition to mergers that generate low returns for acquirers; Nain and Yao (2013) show that mutual

funds with strong stock picking ability select to hold better acquirers before takeover announcements.

Finally, Bae, Kang, and Kim (2002) and Masulis, Wang, and Xie (2007) show that bad governance
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leads to more mergers with poor performance. Our paper differs from these studies by showing that

institutional investors may benefit from firms pursuing risky M&A that create significant uncertainty,

because they capture the option value generated in such events. Their governance incentive to curtail

the M&A activities and preserve firm value can be compromised by their trading incentive, and therefore

they may choose to tolerate or even promote firms pursuing M&A even if such deals deliver a zero or even

slightly negative return to acquiring firms on average. In this regard, these institutional investors benefit

from the upward potential of M&A but do not bear the cost of the downward risk.

Third, our paper is related to the vast literature that examines shareholder influence through voice or

with feet (e.g., Maug (1998); Edmans (2009, 2014); McCahery, Sautner, and Starks (2015) and references

therein). Most papers in this literature study institutional investors’ tactics in influencing firm decisions,

and our paper differs from them in analyzing their incentives to influence. To see the difference more

clearly, it is well understood in the literature that trading by institutional investors can play an important

role of disciplining managers (i.e., vote with feet), and thus it is expected that institutional investors’

trading pressure fends off value destroying mergers pursued by managers for private benefits. But we

show in this paper that institutional investors’ trading during the bid negotiation period actually alters

their governance incentive ex-ante: as long as they can earn a significantly positive expected trading

profit from mergers, they may have no incentive to oppose the mergers even if such mergers destroys firm

value on average. We also demonstrate that the return to the acquiring firm is a misleading measure for

institutional investors’ governance incentives, and we propose a measure to quantify the gap between the

return to the firm and the return to institutional investors who trade actively in merger events.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our data and sample, Section

3 discusses the empirical results, and Section 4 concludes.

2 Sample Formation and Variable Construction

We collect data on mergers and acquisitions and the institutional investors’ holdings of acquirer stocks

during different stages of the acquisitions. We discuss below the sample selection process and the con-

struction of our dependent and independent variables.
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2.1 Data

We start with a sample of merger and acquisition transactions announced between 1980 and 2017

available from the Thomson Reuters SDC Platinum database. Our sample does not include transactions

announced after 2017, because we require two years of post-merger data in order to measure post merger

performance and we require the return data to end by 2019 to exclude the pandemic period. To be

included in the final sample, we require that the acquirer is a publicly traded U.S. firm with non-missing

stock return data during the period of interest. We also apply standard data screening criteria such that

the acquiring firm must hold less than 50 percent of target shares before the acquisition and that it seeks

to gain the control of the target firm. We require that the deal value is more than one million dollars

and that it represents more than one percent of acquirer pre-merger market value. We further limit

the sample to transactions in which we can clearly identify the date of deal completion or withdrawal.

Following the existing literature we focus on deals classified as a merger and not a tender offer or a block

trade.2 Finally, we restrict the sample of acquiring firms to those who do not make any preceding bids

within three years of the current bid. This criterion is imposed to guarantee that no preceding mergers

confound our observations.3

Stock holdings by institutional investors come from the Thomson Reuters Institutional Holdings 13F

database (formerly known as CDA/Spectrum). The database includes stock holding data by banks,

insurance companies, parents of mutual funds, pension funds, university endowments, and numerous

other types of professional investment advisers. We classify institutional investors based on their CDA

type codes and focus on investment companies such as mutual funds and other asset management firms.

This database has been widely used in previous studies (e.g., Chen, Harford, and Li 2007; Fich, Harford,

and Tran 2015; Harford, Jenter, and Li 2011; Matvos and Ostrovsky 2008; Parrino, Sias, and Starks

2003), and it reports holdings information for institutional investors at a quarterly frequency and thus

can be used to estimate institutional trading in different stages of M&A. We follow Chen, Harford, and

Li (2007) and correct the mapping error of the post-1998 CDA type classification and drop institutions
2We follow Betton, Eckbo, and Thorburn (2008) in classifying the deal type: If the tender flag is “no” and the deal form

is a merger, then the deal is a merger. If the tender flag is “no” and the deal form is “acquisition of majority interest” and
the effective date of the deal equals the announcement date, then the deal is classified as a control-block trade. If the tender
flag is “yes”, or if the tender flag is “no” and it is not a block trade, then the deal is a tender offer.

3Not surprisingly, it excludes many serial acquirers from our sample. As a robustness check, we rerun the baseline analyses
without imposing this sample selection criterion. Removing this criterion significantly increases sample size by almost 60%,
but the main results remain similar.
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whose CDA type code cannot be accurately determined. Our focus on investment companies builds on the

large literature documenting that they are likely to have superior information collecting and processing

abilities, and they also play an important role in corporate governance.

We conduct our analyses on the level of institutional investors (e.g. fund families) rather than indi-

vidual funds, because most governance decisions are made by institutional investors instead of individual

holding funds (e.g., mutual funds in the same fund family usually cast the same vote as one entity)

and therefore institutional investors’ incentives are determined by their aggregate trading profits from all

funds they manage. Analyzing investors’ incentive at a more disaggregate level (e.g., fund level) loses this

important connection among all funds within the same family.

2.2 Measuring Merger Performance

To measure merger performance, we follow Lyon, Barber, and Tsai (1999b); Chen, Harford, and Li

(2007) and Chen, Harford, and Li (2007) and compute the acquirers’ long-run post-merger buy-and-hold

abnormal return (BHAR). As Lyon, Barber, and Tsai (1999b) suggest, this measure controls for size,

book-to-market, and pre-acquisition return. Specifically, we first sort all firms in CRSP into NYSE size

deciles each month and further partition the bottom decile into quintiles. This procedure generates 14

size groups in total. We simultaneously sort firms into book-to-market (B/M) deciles. The combination

of partitioning on size and on B/M creates 140 cells (14 size × 10 B/M groups) for each month.

For each acquirer in our sample, we identify the cell to which it belongs based on its size and B/M

one month before the bid announcement. We then choose from that cell the control firm that is the

closest match on prior year stock return and is not involved in any significant acquisition activity in

the prior three years. Buy-and-hold returns (BHR) are then calculated for each acquirer and its control

firm over the event window which starts from n quarters post bid completion and ends at m quarters

post bid completion, [n, m]. Finally, an acquirer’s buy-and-hold abnormal return (BHAR) in this event

window is defined as the difference between the acquirer’s buy-and-hold return and its matched firm’s

contemporaneous buy-and-hold return:

BHRj;(n,m) =
m∏

τ=n

(1 + rj,τ ) − 1; j ∈ {acq, match}

BHARi;(n,m) = BHRacq;(n,m) − BHRmatch;(n,m)

10
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where BHRj;(n,m) is the buy-and-hold return for acquirer, acq, or its matched firm, match; rj,τ is the

return in the τth quarter post bid completion; BHARi;(n,m) is acquirer i’s buy-and-hold abnormal return

from n quarters to m quarters post bid completion.

To capture merger performance over different horizons, we compute acquirer BHAR over a one-year

and two-year period post acquisition. We further break down the one-year BHAR into the first two-quarter

BHAR and the second two-quarter BHAR. Figure 1 illustrates different horizons over which BHARs are

computed.

The acquirer’s 3-day abnormal announcement-period return (i.e., 3-day CAR) is computed using the

market model and the value-weighted CRSP index, and the estimation window for market beta is (-252,

-46) days prior to the bid announcement.

2.3 Measuring Institutional Trading

To measure institutional trading of acquirer stocks over different stages of the merger, we link in-

stitutional holdings data to the merger and acquisition transactions. Because institutional holdings are

reported quarterly, we match the holdings data at the nearest date to the bid announcement or the bid

closure. Thus, for each bid in our sample, we obtain the quarter-end holdings at four points of time:

Hldgi;−5 is the quarter-end holdings of acquirer i’s shares five quarters before the bid announcement

quarter; Hldgi;−1 is the quarter-end holdings of the quarter right before the bid announcement quarter;

Hldgi;0 is the holdings at the end of bid announcement quarter; and Hldgi;cls is the holdings at the end

of bid outcome quarter. We further normalize these holdings by the total number of acquirer shares

outstanding so as to make for a meaningful cross-sectional comparison. After this normalization, our

measure of holdings represents the percent of total acquirer shares held by institutional investors. We

then further divide these holdings by the number of institutions holding acquirer i and obtain the average

holdings. The average institutional trading of acquirer stocks in different stages of each merger is then

measured as the change in holdings:

∆Hldgi;(−5,−1) = Hldgi;−1
Ni;−1

− Hldgi;−5
Ni;−5

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = Hldgi;cls

Ni;cls
− Hldgi;0

Ni;0
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where Ni;t is the number of institutions that hold acquirer i’s shares at quarter-end t. Figure 1 illustrates

the periods over which the above trading is computed.

The use of an average trading measure across all institutions has two empirical advantages. First,

the aggregate trading volume is affected by the acquiring firms’ institutional ownership: acquirers held

by more institutions are likely to experience larger aggregate trading volume. Using the average trading

measure controls for this cross-sectional difference in acquirers’ institutional ownership and makes the

institutional trading more comparable across different acquisitions. Second, using the average trading

measure captures the net trading across all institutions and therefore summarizes their views in one

simple measure.

After merging the institutional holdings and trading data with the merger and acquisition data, we

exclude from our sample all bids for which institutional holdings and trading data is not available. We

also exclude the bids whose announcement date and closure date fall into the same quarter, because we

cannot observe any trading within quarter. Our final sample includes 1,594 bids, with 1,504 completed

and 90 withdrawn transactions.

2.4 Empirical Design

To investigate how institutional investors trade in M&A and how their trading activities create the

gap of interest in this paper, we perform our empirical analyses in two steps. First, we examine the

correlation between institutional investors’ trading of acquirer stocks during the bid negotiation period

and the post-merger deal performance measured by the acquiring firm’s BHAR over different horizons.

To do so, we follow the specification in Chen, Harford, and Li (2007) and run the following regression:

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3FirmSizei,−1yr

+β4FirmMBi,−1yr + β5Turnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei (1)

The dependent variable, ∆Hldgi;(0,cls) denotes the average trading of acquire i’s stocks by institutional

investors during the bid negotiation period; BHARi is the acquirer’s post-merger performance measured

over different horizons. Control variables follow Parrino, Sias, and Starks (2003) who study the de-

terminants of changes in institutional holdings: Returni;(0,cls) denotes the acquirer’s cumulative return
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during the bid negotiation period; FirmSizei,−1yr and FirmMBi,−1yr denote the acquirer’s size (i.e., the

logarithm of market value) and book-to-market ratio measured one year before the bid announcement;

Turnoveri;(0,cls) denotes the aggregate trading volume during the bid negotiation period and normalized

by the number of shares outstanding, EOYi denotes the year-end dummy, which takes the value of one if

the bid negotiation period contains the fourth quarter. We also include the industry fixed effect and year

fixed effect in some specifications to make sure that our results are not driven by industry-level shocks or

business cycle fluctuations. Since the control variables in Equation 1 are used to explain normal changes

in institutional holdings, we interpret a significant coefficient on acquirer post-merger performance as the

evidence that institutions’ private information about the merger quality affects their trading decisions

(e.g. Chen, Harford, and Li (2007)).4

After obtaining the coefficient of interest, β1, from the regression, we then study how it relates to

the gap we hope to measure. Intuitively, a significant, positive estimate of β1 implies that institutional

investors on average trade in the right direction regarding the long-run deal performance and their trad-

ing profits equal the quantity they trade times the BHAR they earn on the trade. Instead of earning

only the passive return BHARi per share, informed institutional investors earn an additional return of
∆Hldgi;(0,cls)

Hldgi;−1
× BHARi per share due to their trading, where ∆Hldgi;(0,cls)

Hldgi;−1
is the fraction of shares actively

traded. To see an example, suppose that an institutional investors hold 1% of the acquirer’s outstanding

shares before the bid announcement (i.e., Hldgi;−1 = 0.01) and then purchased another 0.5% of acquirer

shares during the bid negotiation period (i.e., ∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = 0.005), and also assume that BHARi

equals 10% for this deal, then this institutional investor earns a return of 15% per initial shares held.

We can decompose the total 15% return into a return of 10% coming from his passive holding and a

return of 5% return coming from his active trading. The realized gap between the return to the firm (i.e.,

BHAR = 10%) and the return to this institutional investor (15%) then equals 5 percentage-points in this

deal.

Even though the realized gap is easy to compute using institutional investors’ trading quantity and

deal performance observed ex post, it suffers from two limitations. First, institutional investors often have

to make governance decisions before realizing their trading profits. In the context of M&A, institutional
4Note that deal quality is measured by acquirers’ post-merger BHARs and hence the regression specification in Equation

1 is a reverse regression, in which we explain the institutional trading using the ex post merger performance measured within
a future period. This specification was employed by Chen, Harford, and Li (2007) among others.
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investors have to decide whether to support or oppose a merger before the post-merger BHAR is realized.

To this end, institutional investors need to form an expectation of their trading profits, which leads to an

expected gap between their return from M&A and the return to the acquiring firm. Second, as Equation

1 suggests, institutional investors’ trading quantity is driven by many factors other than BHAR and it

is difficult to control these covariates in computing the realized gap. Such covariates, however, can be

easily controlled away when we estimate the coefficient β1 in Equation 1. For these reasons, we propose

a measure of expected gap as:

E(Gapi) = E

(
∆Hldgi|BHAR

Hldgi;−1
× BHARi

)

= 1
Hldgi;−1

E(∆Hldgi|BHAR × BHARi)

= 1
Hldgi;−1

(
Cov(∆Hldgi|BHAR, BHARi) + E(∆Hldgi|BHAR)E(BHARi)

)
= 1

Hldgi;−1

(
β1V ar(BHARi) + E(∆Hldgi|BHAR)E(BHARi)

)
(2)

where ∆Hldgi|BHAR is the component of institutional investor trading that is explained by BHAR, after

purging out the effect of other covariates, and Hldgi;−1 is the institutional investor’s pre-announcement

holding that is known when computing the expected gap. Notice that a larger, positive coefficient β1

increases the expected gap, and the uncertainty associated with the deal, measured by the variance of

BHAR, also increases the expected gap.

2.5 Sample Overview

Table 1 presents summary statistics of our sample of 1,594 bids with deal level characteristics and

institutional holdings and trading of acquirer stocks. Panel A describes the full sample statistics while

Panel B provides subsample information.

From Panel A of Table 1, we find that the post-merger performance of our sample firms, as measured by

acquirer 3-day CAR around bid announcement and their long-run post-merger BHARs, are both slightly

negative on average. This is consistent with previous studies and is indicative of the fact that acquiring

firm value drops, on average, due to M&A events. Interestingly, deal performance is also highly dispersed,

as indicated by the large standard deviation of CAR and BHAR. Specifically, the annualized standard
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deviation of BHARs over different horizons is about 50%; the top 10% of deal performance generates

an annualized BHAR of about 61% while the bottom 10% of deals lose more than 62%.5 These large

variations in BHARs provide a strong incentive for institutional investors to actively collect information

regarding the quality of the acquisition and trade the acquirer stock accordingly.

In our analysis, we examine the institutional trading of acquirer stocks before bid announcement and

during the bid negotiation period. Panel A of Table 1 shows that acquirers are held, on average, by 14

institutions prior to an acquisition. The average bid negotiation period, starting from the date of bid

announcement and ending at the date of bid closure, lasts for 139 days. This allows sufficient time for

institutional investors to collect information regarding deal quality and trade on their private information.

Institutional ownership of acquirer stocks before bid announcements is, on average, 1.26 percent of

the total shares outstanding of the acquiring firm for each institution. Given that there are on average

14 holding institutions, the average institutional ownership is around 20% across all acquiring firms

throughout the sample period. During the bid negotiation period, the average trading volume by each

institution (i.e., the absolute value of its changes in holdings) is 0.33 percent. The net trading by each

institution averages 0.15 percent because some institutions buy while others sell. The trading volume

appears larger for the pre-acquisition period, but this is driven by the fact that the pre-acquisition period

contains four quarters while the average bid negotiation period lasts only 139 days. After adjusting for

this duration difference, the institutional trading during bid negotiation period is much more active than

that in the pre-announcement period.

Panel B of Table 1 provides more guidance to our subsample tests. In this panel, we compute summary

statistics for various subsamples. We first divide the sample based on the institutions’ initial holdings of

acquirer stocks at the beginning of the bid negotiation period. Institutions with large initial holdings (i.e.,

the top half) on average hold 1.61% of acquirer stocks. They trade more actively than institutions with

small initial holdings, evident by the trading volume of 0.40 versus 0.29. Net trading by institutions with

large initial holdings is close to zero while net trading by institutions with small initial holdings is more

positive. These trading patterns are consistent with the idea that having a large initial position allows
5It is worth noting that BHARs measure the relative performance of an acquirer benchmarked against its stand-alone

peers, so the variation of BHARs captures not only the dispersion in merger gains but also the measurement errors induced
by the peer firms’ idiosyncratic risks. One way to correct for the measurement errors is to subtract from the variance of
BHARs the idiosyncratic variance of the peer firms. This correction reduces the variance of BHARs to about 30%, which is
still large.
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institutions to trade on both directions (buy or sell) depending on the private information they collect. In

contrast, institutions with small initial holdings are limited in their ability to sell if they identify negative

information due to short sale constraints.

Panel B of Table 1 also shows that trading activity is much more pronounced for institutions whose

holdings of acquirer stocks carry a larger weight relative to other stocks in their portfolios (see for example,

Fich, Harford, and Tran 2015). The panel also shows that institutional investors’ trading are affected by

deal and firm characteristics: trading activity is larger when the transaction value is large relative to the

acquirers’ size and for acquiring firms whose stocks are more liquid.

These subsample summary statistics provide some suggestive evidence that is consistent with our main

hypothesis and the derived empirical predictions. In what follows we explore these predictions in more

detail using multivariate regression analyses.

3 Empirical Results

We examine how institutional trading of acquirer stocks correlates with long run deal performance,

which is the fundamental driver of the gap between the return to firm value and the return to these

informed active shareholders. We document a strong, positive correlation between institutional trading

and deal quality for the full sample, suggesting that these institutions indeed trade in the right direction

and earn positive trading profits. We further demonstrate that the correlation varies significantly with

deal and institution characteristics that affect the institutional investors’ incentive or ability to trade

in these M&A deals. To this end, we identify the cases in which the return gap is the largest. Using

the return to firm value to gauge institutional investors’ incentive in engaging these M&A deals can be

particularly misleading. Our empirical specifications follow what laid out in Section 2.4.

3.1 Institutional Trading and Merger Performance

3.1.1 Baseline Results

Table 2 presents the baseline results on how institutional trading during the bid negotiation period

relates to the ex post acquisition performance. Column 1 to 5 reports the results without fixed effects,
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while column 6 to 10 include the industry fixed effect and year fixed effect. The results confirm that

institutional trading during the bid negotiation period is positively correlated with acquirers’ long-run

BHARs up to two years after bid closure. Specifically, the coefficient on deal quality is positive and

significant for both the one-year BHAR and two-year BHAR. The magnitude is economically large. For

example, the coefficient estimate in column 6 suggests that one standard deviation increase in the one-year

BHAR predicts almost 30% increase in the institutions’ purchase of acquirer stocks on average.6

One possible concern with this regression is the reverse causality. For example, a positive correlation

between institutional trading and acquirers’ post-merger BHARs may simply result from the impact of

institutions’ large trades on the market price of acquirer stocks when the market reacts slowly. This

can occur if uninformed traders follow institutional investors’ trades after they are publicly disclosed and

thus move market prices towards the direction of the institutional investors’ trades, at least temporarily.

To address this concern, we break down the two-year post-merger period into different subperiods and

examine the correlation between institutional trading and BHARs accumulated within each subperiod. As

columns 3 to 5 and 8 to 10 show, institutional trading is positively correlated with BHARs accumulated in

all subperiods, however, the positive correlation is only economically large and statistically significant for

BHARs accumulated from 6 months post merger to 12 months post merger. The insignificant coefficient

for BHAR during the first 6 months post merger suggests that reverse causality concern is unlikely, because

the impact of price pressure is more likely to happen within the first few months even if the market reacts

slowly. In addition, since institutional holdings are made public every quarter, the effect from uninformed

traders who follow institutional investors’ trades would have implied a price effect within the first few

months post merger as well.

The correlation pattern we document above suggests that institutional investors are able to earn trading

profits from M&A and their gains from such corporate events are likely much larger than the return to

acquiring firm. The positive correlation between institutional trading and BHAR during the [6m, 12m]

period, implies that institutions are able to learn about the true deal quality before this information is

fully incorporated into the market price and trade in the right direction during the bid negotiation period.

Employing the baseline regression coefficient 0.176 at column 1 and the estimated unconditional vari-

6The magnitude is computed as Stdev(BHAR1yr)×β̂1

|∆HldgNego| = 0.50×0.176
0.32 = 0.275
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ance of 12-month BHAR of 0.25 at the full sample, our estimate of the expected gap is 3.3%.7 Given the

average return to the firm in M&A events is -0.9%, active informed shareholders’ return is significantly

different from the average return to the firm. We also compute the realized gap based on the definition

provided in Section 2.4, and we verify that the realized gap averages 3.5%, which is very close to the

expected gap we obtain.

Equation 2 also suggests that the expected gap is larger in deals with more volatile BHAR. To confirm

this prediction, we divide our full sample into two subsamples using the median of the absolute value of

BHAR. We find the the expected gap is 6.3% for the subsample with more volatile BHAR while it shrinks

to almost for the subsample with small BHAR. We also verify that they are close to the average realized

gap of 7.6% and -0.7%.

3.1.2 Subsample Evidence

After documenting a positive, significant correlation between institutional trading and long-run deal

performance in the full sample, we explore how the results vary in subsamples with different deal and

institution characteristics. Our analyses leverage on the characteristics that shape the institutional in-

vestors’ incentive and ability to trade and profit from the M&A deals. Our results shed light on where

the gap can be particularly large and thus call for extra attention to such cases.

Deal size

We start by exploring cross-sectional variation related to deal size. Intuitively, a larger deal, relative

to the acquirer’s pre-merger market value, often has a larger impact (either positive or negative) on the

acquirer’s post-merger value which should induce institutional investors to gather more information and

trade more aggressively. Therefore, we divide the full sample of deals into two subsamples based on the

relative deal size, which we measure as the transaction value divided by the acquirer’s market value 22

trading days before the bid announcement. We then run our baseline regression separately for the two

subsamples. We report the results in Table 3. In the subsample of large deals, the coefficient of interest
7We use the average initial holdings of 1.26% per institution, unconditional variance of BHAR 24.6%, the average trading

quantity of institutional investors around M&A of 0.15% of shares outstanding, and the average BHAR of -0.9% in Equation 2.
It suggests that E(gap) = 1

holdings−1

(
β̂ × var(BHAR) + E(T rade)E(BHAR)

)
= 1/1.26∗ (0.176∗0.246+0.15∗ (−0.009)) ≈

0.033.
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is statistically significant and economically large. For example, the coefficient on 12-month BHAR in the

large deal subsample is 0.298, which is 57% higher than that in the full sample. The coefficient on 24-

month BHAR is almost 80% larger than that in the full sample and remains highly significant despite of

the smaller sample size. In the small deal subsample, we observe much weaker results with an insignificant

loading of tiny magnitude. These findings suggest that, when the deal has a potentially larger impact

on firm value, institutions trade more aggressively and their trading correlated more positively with deal

quality.

As the formula for the expected gap suggests, the high covariance of institutional investors’ trading

and the following BHAR both lead to the high gap between returns to institutional investors and returns

to the firm value. According to our measure, institutional investors are expected to extract 4.7% higher

returns in larger deals, but they are expected to earn only 1.3% more in small deals. Nevertheless, given

that average 12-month BHAR are -0.94% and -0.84% for large and small deals respectively, the returns

to these institutional investors remain positive while the return to the firm is strictly negative.

Stock liquidity

As demonstrated in Kyle (1985), the expected trading profits of informed investors increase with stock

liquidity, because informed trades generate small price impacts in a liquid market. We measure the stock

liquidity for each acquirer in our sample using its bid-ask spread expressed as a percentage of the mid-price.

We then sort acquirers into two subsamples based on their liquidity ranks among all their peers in the

same year. We rerun our baseline regression and report the results for the two subsamples in Table 4. The

findings suggest that institutions trade more aggressively in accordance with the deal performance when

acquirer stocks are more liquid. Specifically, the coefficient on 12-month BHAR is 0.362 for the subsample

of high liquidity acquirers, which almost doubles that in the full sample. This finding suggests that one

standard deviation increase in the ex post merger performance increases the institutional purchase of

acquirer stocks by 55% if acquirer stocks are liquid. In contrast, the coefficient is slightly negative for

illiquid acquirers and is largely insignificant statistically. The difference between the estimates in the

two subsamples is highly significant. This large regression coefficients for deals with high liquidity yields

economically sizeable returns to institutional investors. In the subsample of liquid acquirers, the average

12-month BHAR is -1.4%. However, our measure suggests that institutional investors are expected to
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extract 6.1% higher returns than the returns to the firm because of their tradings. Institutional investors

therefore earn an average return of 4.7%, which is significantly higher than the return to the acquiring

firms.

Short sale constraints

A large number of institutions in our sample are mutual funds who are subject to short-sale constraints.

Since in theory an informed investor can make profits by trading in both good and bad mergers, constraints

from short selling imply that investors may trade more aggressively in good deals and less so in bad deals

when short sale constraints are likely to bind. To test this prediction, we follow Chen, Harford, and Li

(2007) and define a new variable [BHAR]+ ([BHAR]−) which equals BHAR when BHAR is positive

(negative) and zero otherwise. Replacing the regressor BHAR in Equation 1 with either [BHAR]+ or

[BHAR]−, we repeat our analysis and report our results in Panel A of Table 5. The table shows that

the coefficients on [BHAR]+ and [BHAR]− are both positive and statistically significant, indicating

that institutions trade in the right direction in both good and bad deals. In addition, the coefficient is

much larger and more statistically significant for deals with good ex post performance. This implies that

institutions purchase acquirer stocks more aggressively in good deals than they sell shares in bad deals.

This is indicative of the potential short sale constraints that they face.

Meanwhile, institutions’ initial holding of the acquirer’s stocks, X0, plays an important role in deter-

mining whether short sale constraints may bind: a large initial holding implies that institutional investors

can benefit more from stock price appreciation in good deals and are less subject to short-sale constraints

in bad deals. As a result, our baseline results should be stronger for institutions with higher initial

holdings. This implication is also consistent with the theoretical results in Edmans (2009). To test this

implication, we measure the institution’s initial holdings of the acquirer’s stocks at the beginning of the

bid negotiation period. We then sort deals based on their initial institutional holdings and partition

them into two subsamples of equal size. We rerun the regression in Equation 1 separately for the two

subsamples. Panel B of Table 5 presents the regression results. For the subsample of deals with high

initial institutional holdings, the coefficient on deal quality is highly significant and the magnitude doubles

our baseline estimates. However, for the subsample of deals with low initial holdings, the coefficients are

close to zero and statistically insignificant. The difference between the two subsamples is significant and
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economically large. The expected gap is 4.6% for deals with high initial institutional holdings while it

shrinks to 0.5% for deals with low initial institutional holdings.

Institutional investor ability

Institutional investors differ in their ability of collecting information and trading on corporate merger

events. This differential ability may arise from their expertise and resource, which can persist over

time. We measure an institutional investor’s specific ability of trading on M&A events using its trading

performance in past M&A deals. To construct this measure, we first define a variable Right-minus-Wrong,

or RmWi,t, for institutional investor i in year t. RmWi,t equals the total number of M&A deals in which

investor i trades correctly minus the total number of deals in which it trades wrong during year t. We

assign a deal to a year based on the date of deal closure, and we define investor i trading correctly in a

deal if the deal ends up with positive (negative) post-merger BHAR and investor i increases (decreases)

its holdings of the acquirer stocks during the bid negotiation period. RmWi,t equals zero if investor i does

not trade acquirer stocks in any deals during year t. Since M&A are rare events, only less than 20% of

investors trade in M&A events each year in our sample and thus RmWi,t is very lumpy for most investors

in a single year. To obtain a smooth measure, we define investor i’s ability of trading on M&A events by

year t using the weighted average of RmWi,t−n during the past N years

abilityM&A
i,t =

N∑
n=1

wn · RmWi,t−n

We use a window of N = 10 years and choose a series of exponentially declining weights with wn+1 =

0.9wn. The declining weights capture the idea that an investor’s recent trades contain more information

regarding his current ability. Our results are robust to using alternative declining weighting schedules

or simply an equal weighting schedule. Using a long window of 10 years also allows us to capture the

persistent component of institutional investors’ ability in trading in M&A events, averaging out the effect

of luck.

We then sort the M&A deals into quintiles based on the average ability of the institutional investors who

hold the acquirer before bid announcement. We then perform the baseline regression analysis in each group

and report the coefficients of interest in Table 6. Due to limited space, we omit the coefficients on other
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control variables in the table, which are close to those reported in our baseline results. Consistent with

the model predictions, our results are much stronger for deals in which acquirers are held by institutions

with high ability. The difference of coefficients between the high and low ability quintile is economically

large and statistically significant at 1% level. The expected gap for the high-ability institution subsample

(top quintile) is 5.6%, while the gap becomes -5.2% for the low-ability institutions (bottom quintile). This

sharp contrast indicates that high-ability institutions trade against low-ability institutions in M&A deals.

Portfolio weights

Institutions in our sample hold a large portfolio of stocks. Fich, Harford, and Tran (2015) show that

such institutions often allocate more time and efforts to monitor firms that account for a large fraction

of their portfolios. Thus, we conjecture that if an acquirer’s stock carry a large weight in an institution’s

portfolio, the institution has more incentive to collect information about the acquisition and therefore

trade more aggressively.

To test this implication, we first compute the market value of acquirer stock in each institution’s

portfolio at the beginning of the bid negotiation period as well as the total market value of each institution’s

portfolio. The portfolio weight of the acquirer is then calculated as the total market value of acquirer’s

stock in the institution’s portfolio divided by the total market value of the portfolio. We further adjust the

portfolio weight by a benchmark weight that equals one over the total number of stocks in an institution’s

portfolio. This benchmark weight represents the weight a stock would receive if the institution allocated

its capital equally to each stock in its portfolio. This adjustment is made to account for the fact that

institutions differ in size and in the number of stocks they hold. Our measure of relative portfolio weight

means that a positive (negative) relative weight on a stock represents a stock that receives a higher (lower)

weight than the average stock in the institution’s portfolio. This measure is consistent with the measure

used in Fich, Harford, and Tran (2015) in the sense that both measures adjust for the number of stocks

in an institution’s portfolio.8

Using this measure, we sort all deals based on the average portfolio weights of holding institutions and

partition them into two subsamples with equal size. We then run the baseline regressions in Equation
8Fich, Harford, and Tran (2015) define monitoring institutions of a firm as those whose holding value in the firm is in

the top 10% of their portfolios. This measure effectively captures the relative importance of the firm to the institutional
investors.
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1 separately for the two subsamples. We report the results in Table 7. Consistent with our conjecture,

we find that for deals in which institutions on average have a larger fraction of their capital invested in

acquirers, institutions are more likely to trade in accordance with the ex post quality of the acquisition.

In contrast, for deals in which holding institutions invest only a small fraction of their capital in acquirer

stocks, our results are much weaker in economic magnitude and statistical significance.

We compute the expected gap to be 6.2% when institution investors place a high weight on the acquiring

firm in their portfolio. In contrast, for acquirers that carry a low weight in institutional investors’ portfolio,

the expected gap is only 1.7%.

3.2 Institutional Trading and Expected Profits

Our findings above lend support to our predictions that institutional investors benefit from acquisitions

through their ability to trade during the bid negotiation period. These results suggest that institutional

investors’ trading profits vary with deal and institution characteristics that determine the ability and

incentive of trading in M&A.

Next we investigate how institutional investors’ profits are affected by several economic measures that

exist before bid announcement. Specifically, since institutional investors can capture the upward potential

of good deals and are also able to mitigate the downward risk of bad deals, their expected trading profits

are increasing with the dispersion of deal quality and with the initial ownership stake in the acquirer. We

conjecture that institutions would increase their holdings in firms that subsequently pursue acquisitions

with more dispersed long-run performance before these acquisitions are announced. In other words,

institutional investors may actively chase a high expected gap even before a takeover is announced.

To test this prediction, we take the institutional trading during the one-year period before bid an-

nouncements as the dependent variable9 and regress it on post-merger BHARs (in Equation 3) and the
9The time subscript (-5,-1) represents the one year period that starts from five quarters before the bid announcement and

ends at one quarter before the announcement.
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absolute value of BHARs (in Equation 4), respectively:

∆Hldgi;(−5,−1) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(−5,−1) + β3FirmSizei,−1yr

+β4FirmMBi,−1yr + β5Turnoveri;(−5,−1) + β6EOYi + ei (3)

∆Hldgi;(−5,−1) = a + b1|BHARi| + b2Returni;(−5,−1) + b3FirmSizei,−1yr

+b4FirmMBi,−1yr + b5Turnoveri;(−5,−1) + b6EOYi + ei (4)

Table 8 presents the results of the above regressions. The results in column 1 to 2 and 5 to 6 indicate that

institutional trading prior to bid announcement is uncorrelated with the ex post deal performance, which

is consistent with the idea that institutions do not possess inside information regarding the deal quality

prior to the bid announcement. In contrast, the regression results in column 3 to 4 and 7 to 8 indicate

that before the bid is announced, institutional investors tend to increase their holdings of acquirers that

subsequently pursue mergers with more dispersed outcomes. This finding suggests that a high ex ante

dispersion in deal performance and a high initial holding increase the institutions’ expected trading profits

and thus enlarge the gap. Note that this result can be driven by either a selection effect (i.e., institutional

investors select more risk-taking acquirers without intervention and therefore side with bad managers) or

a treatment effect (i.e., institutional investors explicitly encourage the firms they buy to pursue riskier

acquisitions and therefore actively promote the takeover policy), and both effects lead to a greater gap

between the return to institutional investors and the return to the firm.

3.3 The Effect of Voice on the Gap

Our paper differs from the vast literature that studies institutional investors’ choice between voting

with voice or with feet, because we focus on examining their incentive in influencing corporate decisions,

rather than their tactics of intervention. But since the power of voice declines if institutional investors

sell off their shares in M&A, their intention to voice ex post may interact with their trading activity in

the bid negotiation period. As a result, our measure of expected gap may also depend on the institutional

investors’ intention to voice. We expect the positive correlation between institutional trading and deal

performance to be weaker for institutional investors who are more likely to commit to vote with voice,

and thus a smaller gap between firm return and the return to these investors.
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Since it is hard to measure directly the institutional investors’ intention to vote with voice, we proxy

for it using institutions’ investment horizon. Previous studies document that long-horizon investors have

stronger incentive and ability to influence managerial decisions due to their long-term relationship with

the firm (e.g., Chen, Harford, and Li 2007; Qiu 2006), while short-horizon investors lack influence power

due to their transitory holdings (Parrino, Sias, and Starks 2003; Gaspar, Massa, and Matos 2005b).

Following Gaspar, Massa, and Matos (2005b) and Cella, Ellul, and Giannetti (2013), we capture an

investor’s investment horizon using a proxy for his portfolio turnover. The investor portfolio turnover

ratio we measure here is not firm-specific but rather a characteristics of the institutional investor.

The portfolio turnover ratio, or the churn ratio, of institutional investor i holding an investment set

of firms denoted as Q is calculated as follows:

ICRi,t =

∑
j∈Q

|Nj,i,tPj,t − Nj,i,t−1Pj,t−1 − Nj,i,t−1∆Pj,t|∑
j∈Q

Nj,i,tPj,t+Nj,i,t−1Pj,t−1

2

where ICRi,t denotes the institution churn ratio, Pj,t and Nj,i,t are the price and number of shares of

stock j held by institution i in quarter t. For each institutional investor, we remove the year-quarter

fixed effect from the raw measure of churn ratio and then measure the institution’s investment horizon in

quarter t as the average adjusted churn ratio over the past one-year period.10

For each acquirer j in our sample, we also compute the average churn ratio of institutional investors

who hold the acquiring firm:

FCRj,t =

∑
i∈I

wj,i · ICRi,t∑
i∈I

wj,i

where FCRj,t denotes the firm churn ratio, wj,i is the fraction of acquirer j’s shares outstanding that are

held by institutional investor i and ICRi,t is the institutional investor i’s churn ratio.

We first examine whether institutions with long (short) investment horizon and thus with strong (weak)

intention to vote with voice, choose to trade less (more) with respect to deal performance. To do so, we

partition our sample into two subsamples based on acquirers’ FCR measure. FCR captures the average

churn ratio of institutions that hold the acquirer. The subsample of deals with low FCRs represents the
10Using unadjusted churn ratio or alternative window of moving average produces quantitatively similar results for the

tests below.
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deals in which acquirers are mainly held by investors with strong intention to voice. We rerun our baseline

analysis in Equation 1 separately for the two subsamples of institutions. We then explore whether the

coefficient on our main variable of interest varies across the two subsamples.

Table 9 presents the regression results. For institutions with weak intention to voice, the coefficient

on deal performance is positive and highly significant. The magnitude is also much larger than that in

the baseline results. However, for institutions with strong intention to voice, the coefficient is small and

insignificant. The difference between the two subsamples is statistically significant and economically large.

These findings suggest that institutions with weak intention to voice are trading more aggressively than

institutions with strong intention to voice. It is worth noting that our findings here are not mechanical.

This is because even though short-horizon institutions, by definition, trade more frequently than long-

horizon institutions, it only means a larger trading volume and it does not suggest any mechanical

correlation between institutional trading and deal performance. Therefore, our finding that short-horizon

institutions trade more aggressively in accord with deal performance indicates that they possess the ability

to collect private information and they indeed trade on their information. We compute the expected gap

to be 6.8% when institution investors have weak intention to vote. In contrast, for acquirers whose

shareholders have high intention to vote, the expected gap is only 0.2%.

Last, we examine whether institutions with strong intention to voice indeed attempt to influence

deal outcomes after the deal is announced (i.e., try to block bad deals). Previous studies document that

acquirers may withdraw bids that are perceived as bad by the market (e.g., Luo 2005), and we test whether

a deal that is not well received by the market on its announcement is more likely to be withdrawn when

the acquirer is held by institutions with strong intention to voice.

We run the following regression and then explore whether the key coefficient varies across the two

subsamples.

Ii = α + β1CARi + β2Xi + ei

where Ii is a dummy variable that equals one if deal i is withdrawn and zero otherwise; CARi is the

acquirer 3-day cumulative abnormal announcement return;11 and Xi is the control variable vector that
11Strictly speaking, to test the model implications, we shall use BHAR as the measure of deal quality in the regression.

However, for deals that are withdrawn subsequently, we cannot observe their hypothetical performance. As a result, we
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are commonly used in the literature, including acquirer size, relative deal size, acquirer Tobin’s Q, leverage,

operating cash flow, conglomeration dummy, tender offer dummy, hostile bid dummy, all equity payment

dummy, and all cash payment dummy. We do not control for target firm’s Q, leverage, and operating

cash flow because some targets are private firms in our sample and including these controls for targets

would exclude the observations with private targets.

Table 10 presents the regression results. For deals in which acquirers are mainly held by institutions

with strong intention to voice, the probability of deal withdrawal is negatively correlated with the market

perceived deal quality (i.e., CAR), but for deals in which acquirers are mainly held by institutions with

weak intention to voice, the probability of deal withdrawal is insensitive to CAR. Though we cannot

directly observe institutions’ behind-the-scenes influence, this result suggests that institutions with strong

intention to voice seem to affect deal outcomes. The difference between the two subsamples is statistically

significant and economically large. Our finding is consistent with McCahery, Sautner, and Starks (2015)

who use the survey data of institutional investors and document that long-term investors and investors

that are less concerned about stock liquidity intervene more intensively behind-the-scenes.

Overall, we find that institutional investors’ intention to voice has a significant effect on the return gap

we quantify in this paper. As institutional investors’ intention to voice strengthens, they sell fewer shares

during the bid negotiation period in face of a bad deal in order to retain their control. In this case, the

return gap is reduced and the interest of institutional investors becomes more aligned with the interest

of the firm.

Figure 2 summarizes the findings from our analyses. In the full sample analysis, we report a strong

positive correlation between institutional trading and subsequent BHAR, resulting in a 3.3% return gap.

This correlation is significantly influenced by deal characteristics. Notably, the gap widens to 6.3% for

highly uncertain deals, 4.7% for large deals, and 6.1% for deals with liquid acquirer stocks. Additionally,

the gap varies with institutional investors’ characteristics: it widens to 4.6% with high initial institutional

holdings, 5.6% with strong trading ability, 6.2% with a high portfolio weight of the acquirer stock in

institutional investors’ portfolios, and 6.8% when institutional investors have a weak intention to voice.

follow the literature and use the 3-day CAR to measure the market reaction to the announced deal that affects the likelihood
of deal withdrawal (e.g., Luo (2005)).
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4 Conclusion

If investors trade actively during corporate events, the return to the firm, induced by such events, is

not equal to the return to these investors. This gap renders firm return a misleading measure for these

investors’ incentives in corporate decisions. In this paper, we document in the context of M&A that top

institutional investors increase their holdings of acquirers in good deals and decrease their holdings in bad

deals before the market fully realizes the deal outcome. This positive correlation between institutional

investors’ trading during the bid negotiation period and the long-run performance of M&A deals implies

significant trading profits for these investors. We propose a new measure to incorporate the trading

profits in order to gauge their incentives more accurately in M&A. On average, institutional investors

earn 2.4% from M&A while the return to acquirers is only -0.9%. As a result, even though M&A

on average destroy firm value, institutional investors benefit from embracing acquisitive firms, because

the high uncertainty created by merger events allow them to capture the option value of these events.

Institutional investors leverage their information advantage in trading to capture the upward potential of

these deals but meanwhile mitigate the downward risk. To this end, our paper offers a complementary

explanation to the puzzle why acquirer shareholders, even the large institutional investors, rarely oppose

M&A even if the firms do not overtly benefit from these deals.

We examine the magnitude of the gap cross-sectionally, and we find that in deals that deliver volatile

returns to the firm, the gap is enlarged to 6.3%. We also show that this gap widens with merger size,

stock liquidity, institutional investors’ initial holding, their portfolio weight on the acquirer, and their skill

of trading in past mergers, because these deal and institution characteristics affect the active investors’

ability or incentive to collect information and trade in M&A. Our study contributes to the literature by

highlighting the fact that the group of investors who have a say on corporate events do not necessarily bear

the full consequences of such events, and therefore accounting for the dynamics of shareholder composition

is critical in measuring investors’ incentives correctly.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Panel A. The Full Sample

Panel A reports summary statistics of M&A deal characteristics and the institutional holdings and trading
of acquirer stocks in the full sample. Ln(MVAcq) is the logarithm of the acquirer’s pre-acquisition mar-
ket value measured 22 trading days before the bid announcement; QAcq is the acquirer’s pre-acquisition
market-to-book ratio; Deal Size is the relative deal size measured as the transaction value divided by the
acquirer’s pre-acquisition market value; Bid Len is the total number of calendar days between bid an-
nouncement and bid completion or withdrawal; CAR3d is the acquirer’s 3-day cumulative abnormal return
around the bid announcement date computed using the market model; BHAR1y and BHAR2y are the
acquirer’s post-merger 1-year and 2-year buy-and-hold abnormal return; Num Inst is the total number of
institutions that hold the acquirer’s stock before bid announcement; BA Sprd is the bid-ask spread of the
acquirer’s stock expressed as a percentage of the mid-price; HldgP reAnn is the average institutional hold-
ings of the acquirer stock expressed as a percent of total shares outstanding; ∆HldgP reAnn is the change
in institutional holdings of the acquirer’s stocks during the one year period before bid announcement;
∆HldgNego is the change in institutional holdings of the acquirer’s stocks during the bid negotiation pe-
riod; |∆HldgP reAnn| and |∆HldgNego| are the absolute value of ∆HldgP reAnn and ∆HldgNego respectively
and capture the trading volume of acquirer stock in the corresponding periods.

Deal Characteristics
Mean Stdev P10 P50 P90

Ln(MVAcq) 20.50 1.76 18.31 20.41 22.84
QAcq 1.91 1.37 0.96 1.44 3.42
Deal Size 0.33 0.51 0.03 0.16 0.83
Bid Len 139.17 126.92 43.00 108.50 253.00
CAR3d (%) -0.04 7.40 -7.52 -0.10 7.27
BHAR1y (%) -0.89 49.60 -58.20 -0.31 61.00
BHAR2y (%) -1.73 73.76 -89.67 -1.90 89.27
Num Inst 13.90 11.59 2.00 11.00 31.00
BA Sprd (%) 1.16 1.55 0.04 0.58 2.94

Mutual Fund Holding and Trading
Mean Stdev P10 P50 P90

HldgP reAnn 1.26 1.26 0.31 0.93 2.40
∆HldgP reAnn 0.25 0.88 -0.34 0.11 1.07
∆HldgNego 0.15 1.13 -0.24 0.04 0.57
|∆HldgP reAnn| 0.51 0.75 0.03 0.25 1.30
|∆HldgNego| 0.32 1.09 0.01 0.13 0.72
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Panel B. The Subsamples

Panel B reports summary statistics for different subsamples. Initial holding X0 is the average institutional
holdings of acquirer stocks in the subsample at the beginning of bid negotiation period, expressed as a
percent of total acquirer stock outstanding. The relative portfolio weight Wts is the weight of the
acquirer’s stocks in the institutions’ portfolios minus the benchmark weight (the benchmark weight is
one over the total number of stocks an institution holds). Transaction value Deal Size is measured as
the transaction value divided by the acquirer’s pre-acquisition market value. Liquidity is measured by
the acquirer stock’s percent bid-ask spread, and the subsample with high liquidity contains acquirers
with low percent bid-ask spread. BHAR1y is the acquirer’s post-merger 1-year buy-and-hold abnormal
return. ∆HldgNego is the average change in institutional holdings of the acquirer’s stocks during the bid
negotiation period;|∆HldgNego| is the absolute value of ∆HldgNego and capture the trading volume of
acquirer stock in the bid negotiation period.

Mean Stdev Mean Stdev
Initial Holdings X0

High Low
X0(%) 5.65 2.52 1.32 0.83
BHAR1y(%) -2.88 50.82 1.10 48.30
∆HldgNego 0.16 1.51 0.14 0.52
|∆HldgNego| 0.37 1.47 0.26 0.47

Relative Portfolio Weights Wts

High Low
Wts(%) 0.15 0.20 -0.09 0.10
BHAR1y(%) -1.40 43.10 -0.38 55.36
∆HldgNego 0.20 1.43 0.10 0.72
|∆HldgNego| 0.29 1.41 0.34 0.64

Transaction Value
High Low

Deal Size 0.61 0.62 0.07 0.04
BHAR1y(%) -0.94 50.65 -0.84 48.57
∆HldgNego 0.25 1.49 0.05 0.57
|∆HldgNego| 0.40 1.45 0.23 0.52

Liquidity
High Low

BA Sprd (%) 2.11 1.71 0.16 0.19
BHAR1y(%) -1.44 57.28 -1.20 42.98
∆HldgNego 0.23 1.69 0.08 0.34
|∆HldgNego| 0.43 1.65 0.21 0.29
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Table 2: Institutional Trading and Merger Performance: The Full Sample

This table presents the results for the baseline analysis:

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr

+β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei

The dependent variable, ∆Hldgi;(0,cls) denotes the average trading of acquire i’s stocks by institutional investors during the bid negotiation period;
BHARi is the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons. Control variables follow Parrino, Sias, and Starks (2003) who study
the determinants of changes in institutional holdings: Returni;(0,cls) denotes the acquirer’s cumulative return in bid negotiation period; F irmSizei,−1yr

and F irmMBi,−1yr denote the acquirer’s size (i.e., the logarithm of market value) and book-to-market ratio measured one year before the bid
announcement; T urnoveri;(0,cls) denotes the aggregate trading volume in bid negotiation period normalized by the shares outstanding, EOYi denotes
the year-end dummy, which takes the value of one if the bid negotiation period contains the fourth quarter. The analyses with industry and year
fixed effects are also reported.

[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 6m] [6m,12m] [12m, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 6m] [6m,12m] [12m, 24m]

BHAR
0.176*** 0.096** 0.108 0.239*** 0.030 0.192*** 0.108*** 0.146* 0.236*** 0.040
(0.057) (0.038) (0.083) (0.078) (0.052) (0.057) (0.039) (0.085) (0.080) (0.053)

Return 0.322*** 0.327*** 0.331*** 0.338*** 0.341*** 0.313*** 0.318*** 0.322*** 0.331*** 0.334***
(0.095) (0.095) (0.096) (0.095) (0.095) (0.098) (0.098) (0.099) (0.098) (0.098)

Size -0.067*** -0.067*** -0.065*** -0.069*** -0.066*** -0.073*** -0.072*** -0.070*** -0.074*** -0.071***
(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018)

M/B 0.002 0.004 0.002 0.004 0.004 0.010 0.013 0.010 0.011 0.012
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023)

EOY 0.029 0.032 0.029 0.031 0.031 0.050 0.053 0.049 0.052 0.051
(0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060)

Vol 0.002 -0.004 -0.001 -0.002 -0.005 0.002 -0.005 -0.001 -0.003 -0.006
(0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030)

Cons. 0.563*** 0.559*** 0.547*** 0.576*** 0.552*** 0.576*** 0.572*** 0.558*** 0.589*** 0.565***
(0.118) (0.118) (0.118) (0.118) (0.118) (0.124) (0.125) (0.125) (0.125) (0.125)

Fixed Effects No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
# Obs 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594
Adj-R2 0.021 0.019 0.016 0.021 0.015 0.019 0.017 0.014 0.017 0.012
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Table 3: Institutional Trading and Merger Performance: Deal Size

This table presents the results for the following regression in two subsamples that are constructed based on the relative deal size, T ranV al
MVAcq

:

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr

+β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei

where △Hldgi;(0,cls) is the changes in institutional holdings during the bid negotiation period that starts from the quarter end of bid announcement
and lasts until the quarter end of bid completion or withdrawal. BHARi is the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons,
Returni;(0,cls) is the total return of the company stock during the bid negotiation period, F irmSizei,−1yr is the logarithm of the acquirer’s market
value one year before the bid announcement, F irmMBi,−1yr is the market-to-book equity ratio of the acquirer one year before the bid, T urnoveri;(0,cls)
is the total trading volume as a percentages of the acquirer’s shares outstanding during bid negotiation period, and EOYi is an end-of-year dummy.
The analyses with industry and year fixed effects are also reported.

Large Small Difference Large Small Difference
[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m]

BHAR
0.266** 0.160** 0.062 0.033 0.204* 0.127* 0.298*** 0.186** 0.066 0.033 0.232** 0.153*
(0.104) (0.071) (0.041) (0.027) (0.112) 0.076 (0.107) (0.073) (0.042) (0.028) (0.115) (0.078)

Return 0.315** 0.331** 0.284*** 0.281*** 0.031 0.050 0.312* 0.332** 0.262*** 0.260*** 0.050 0.072
(0.158) (0.157) (0.080) (0.080) (0.177) (0.176) (0.165) (0.165) (0.084) (0.084) (0.185) (0.185)

Size -0.085*** -0.085*** -0.035*** -0.035*** -0.050 -0.050 -0.097*** -0.097*** -0.036*** -0.035*** -0.061* -0.062*
(0.031) (0.031) (0.012) (0.012) (0.033) (0.033) (0.034) (0.034) (0.013) (0.013) (0.036) (0.036)

M/B 0.046 0.055 -0.018 -0.018 0.064 0.073 0.078 0.088* -0.020 -0.020 0.098* 0.108**
(0.044) (0.044) (0.014) (0.014) (0.046) (0.046) (0.048) (0.048) (0.015) (0.015) (0.050) (0.050)

EOY 0.115 0.116 -0.099** -0.097** 0.214* 0.213* 0.145 0.144 -0.091** -0.090** 0.236* 0.234*
(0.107) (0.107) (0.042) (0.042) (0.115) (0.115) (0.113) (0.114) (0.044) (0.044) (0.121) (0.122)

Vol -0.023 -0.033 0.033 0.031 -0.056 -0.064 -0.022 -0.033 0.035 0.032 -0.057 -0.065
(0.045) (0.045) (0.026) (0.026) (0.052) (0.052) (0.048) (0.048) (0.028) (0.028) (0.056) (0.056)

Cons. 0.654*** 0.648*** 0.339*** 0.337*** 0.315 0.311 0.656*** 0.653*** 0.342*** 0.340*** 0.314 0.313
(0.208) (0.208) (0.091) (0.091) (0.227) (0.227) (0.224) (0.224) (0.099) (0.099) (0.245) (0.245)

Fixed Effects No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
# Obs 797 797 797 797 797 797 797 797
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Table 4: Institutional Trading and Merger Performance: Liquidity

This table presents the results for the following regression in two subsamples that are constructed based on the acquirer stock liquidity:

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr

+β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei

where △Hldgi;(0,cls) is the changes in institutional holdings during the bid negotiation period that starts from the quarter end of bid announcement
and lasts until the quarter end of bid completion or withdrawal. BHARi is the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons,
Returni;(0,cls) is the total return of the company stock during the bid negotiation period, F irmSizei,−1yr is the logarithm of the acquirer’s market
value one year before the bid announcement, F irmMBi,−1yr is the market-to-book equity ratio of the acquirer one year before the bid, T urnoveri;(0,cls)
is the total trading volume as a percentage of the acquirer’s shares outstanding during bid negotiation period, and EOYi is an end-of-year dummy.
The analyses with industry and year fixed effects are also reported.

High Low Difference High Low Difference
[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m]

BHAR
0.301** 0.176** -0.038 -0.036* 0.339*** 0.212*** 0.362*** 0.228*** -0.051 -0.041* 0.413*** 0.269***
(0.117) (0.079) (0.032) (0.021) (0.121) (0.082) (0.120) (0.082) (0.033) (0.022) (0.124) (0.085)

Return 0.342* 0.356* 0.182*** 0.182*** 0.160 0.174 0.367* 0.378* 0.161*** 0.160*** 0.206 0.218
(0.189) (0.189) (0.057) (0.057) (0.197) (0.197) (0.197) (0.197) (0.061) (0.061) (0.206) (0.206)

Size -0.111*** -0.114*** -0.016* -0.016* -0.095** -0.098*** -0.169*** -0.176*** -0.015 -0.016 -0.154*** -0.160***
(0.041) (0.041) (0.009) (0.009) (0.042) (0.042) (0.048) (0.049) (0.010) (0.010) (0.049) (0.050)

M/B 0.011 0.015 0.010 0.010 0.001 0.005 0.047 0.055 0.014 0.014 0.033 0.041
(0.049) (0.049) (0.009) (0.009) (0.050) (0.050) (0.054) (0.054) (0.011) (0.011) (0.055) (0.055)

EOY 0.109 0.114 0.012 0.011 0.097 0.103 0.161 0.169 0.020 0.019 0.141 0.150
(0.136) (0.136) (0.028) (0.028) (0.139) (0.139) (0.145) (0.145) (0.031) (0.030) (0.148) (0.148)

Vol 0.019 -0.002 -0.018 -0.017 0.037 0.015 0.020 -0.003 -0.017 -0.016 0.037 0.013
(0.086) (0.086) (0.011) (0.011) (0.087) (0.087) (0.090) (0.090) (0.012) (0.012) (0.091) (0.091)

Cons. 0.783*** 0.806*** 0.188*** 0.191*** 0.595** 0.615** 1.034*** 1.075*** 0.174** 0.179** 0.860*** 0.896***
(0.262) (0.262) (0.069) (0.069) (0.271) (0.271) (0.295) (0.296) (0.074) (0.074) (0.304) (0.305)

Fixed Effects No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
# Obs 641 641 641 641 639 639 638 638
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Table 5: Institutional Trading and Merger Performance: Short Sale Constraints

Panel A. Institutional Trading in Good and Bad Deals

This panel presents the following regression:

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1 [BHARi]+(−) + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr

+β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei

where △Hldgi;(0,cls) is the change in institutional holdings of acquirer i’s stocks during the bid negotiation period that starts from the quarter end
of bid announcement and lasts until the quarter end of bid closure (completed or withdrawn). [BHARi]+(−) equals BHARi when BHARi is positive
(negative) and zero otherwise, BHARi is the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons, Returni;(0,cls) is the total return of the
company stock during the bid negotiation period, F irmSizei,−yr is the logarithm of the acquirer’s market value one year before the bid announcement,
F irmMBi,−1yr is the market-to-book equity ratio of the acquirer one year before the bid, T urnoveri;(0,cls) denotes the aggregate trading volume in
bid negotiation period normalized by the shares outstanding, and EOYi is an end-of-year dummy. The analyses with industry and year fixed effects
are also reported.

[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m]

[BHAR]+ 0.374*** 0.165** 0.404*** 0.175***
(0.099) (0.065) (0.101) (0.067)

[BHAR]− 0.143 0.104* 0.169* 0.133**
(0.093) (0.062) (0.095) (0.064)

Return 0.320*** 0.329*** 0.334*** 0.334*** 0.314*** 0.324*** 0.325*** 0.323***
(0.095) (0.095) (0.095) (0.095) (0.098) (0.098) (0.098) (0.098)

Size -0.058*** -0.062*** -0.070*** -0.069*** -0.064*** -0.068*** -0.075*** -0.075***
(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.018)

M/B -0.002 0.002 0.004 0.005 0.008 0.012 0.012 0.013
(0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.021) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.023)

EOY 0.030 0.034 0.029 0.030 0.049 0.053 0.051 0.051
(0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.058) (0.059) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060)

Vol -0.001 -0.003 -0.000 -0.004 -0.001 -0.004 -0.001 -0.005
(0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.029) (0.030) (0.030) (0.030)

Cons. 0.445*** 0.487*** 0.601*** 0.600*** 0.445*** 0.497*** 0.624*** 0.625***
(0.121) (0.121) (0.123) (0.122) (0.128) (0.127) (0.129) (0.128)

Fixed Effects No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
# Obs 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594 1,594
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Panel B. Initial Holding X0

This panel presents the results for the following regression in two subsamples that are constructed based on the institutions’ initial holdings, X0, of
the acquirer stocks at the beginning of bid negotiation period:

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr

+β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei

where △Hldgi;(0,cls) is the changes in institutional holdings during the bid negotiation period that starts from the quarter end of bid announcement
and lasts until the quarter end of bid completion or withdrawal. BHARi is the the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons,
Returni;(0,cls) is the total return of the company stock during the bid negotiation period, F irmSizei,−1yr is the logarithm of the acquirer’s market
value one year before the bid announcement, F irmMBi,−1yr is the market-to-book equity ratio of the acquirer one year before the bid, T urnoveri;(0,cls)
is the total trading volume as percent of the acquirer’s share outstanding during bid negotiation period, and EOYi is an end-of-year dummy. The
analyses with industry and year fixed effects are also reported.

High X0 Low X0 Difference High X0 Low X0 Difference
[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m]

BHAR
0.347*** 0.178** 0.007 0.006 0.340*** 0.172** 0.395*** 0.224*** 0.003 0.004 0.392*** 0.220***
(0.105) (0.070) (0.038) (0.026) (0.112) (0.075) (0.108) (0.072) (0.039) (0.027) (0.115) (0.077)

Return 0.371** 0.402** 0.201*** 0.201*** 0.170 0.201 0.302 0.330* 0.194*** 0.194*** 0.108 0.136
(0.185) (0.184) (0.061) (0.061) (0.195) (0.194) (0.191) (0.191) (0.065) (0.065) (0.202) (0.202)

Size -0.123*** -0.118*** -0.030*** -0.030*** -0.093*** -0.088*** -0.147*** -0.141*** -0.032*** -0.032*** -0.115*** -0.109***
(0.034) (0.034) (0.010) (0.010) (0.035) (0.035) (0.038) (0.038) (0.011) (0.011) (0.040) (0.040)

M/B 0.024 0.023 -0.014 -0.014 0.038 0.037 0.034 0.035 -0.007 -0.006 0.041 0.041
(0.039) (0.039) (0.014) (0.014) (0.041) (0.041) (0.043) (0.043) (0.016) (0.016) (0.046) (0.046)

EOY 0.109 0.116 -0.047 -0.047 0.156 0.163 0.198* 0.204* -0.047 -0.047 0.245** 0.251**
(0.110) (0.110) (0.037) (0.037) (0.116) (0.116) (0.115) (0.115) (0.040) (0.040) (0.122) (0.122)

Vol -0.032 -0.041 0.094*** 0.093*** -0.126*** -0.134*** -0.035 -0.046 0.094*** 0.094*** -0.129*** -0.140***
(0.045) (0.045) (0.024) (0.024) (0.051) (0.051) (0.048) (0.048) (0.026) (0.026) (0.055) (0.055)

Cons. 0.910*** 0.881*** 0.317*** 0.317*** 0.593*** 0.564*** 1.021*** 0.985*** 0.315*** 0.315*** 0.706*** 0.670***
(0.229) (0.230) (0.075) (0.075) (0.241) (0.242) (0.254) (0.254) (0.081) (0.081) (0.267) (0.267)

Fixed Effects No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
# Obs 797 797 797 797 794 794 795 795
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Table 6: Institutional Trading and Merger Performance: Ability

This table presents the results for the following regression for mutual funds with different abilities measured by
their trading performance in past M&As. The coefficients of interest, β1, together with the standard errors, are
reported in the table. Funds are classified into quintiles based on their abilities before bid announcements.

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr

+β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei

where △Hldgi;(0,cls) is the change in mutual fund holdings during the bid negotiation period that starts from the
quarter end of bid announcement and lasts until the quarter end of bid closure (completed or withdrawn). BHARi

is the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons, Returni;(0,cls) is the total return of the
company stock during the bid negotiation period, F irmSizei,−1yr is the logarithm of the company market value
one year before the bid announcement, F irmMBi,−1yr is the market-to-book equity ratio of the company one year
before the bid, T urnoveri;(0,cls) is the total trading volume as a percentage of the company’s shares outstanding
during bid negotiation period, and EOYi is an end-of-year dummy. The analyses with industry and year fixed effects
are also reported.

Ability Rank abilityM&A
i,t

BHAR Over Different Horizons BHAR Over Different Horizons
[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m]

1 (High) 1.296*** 0.056*** 0.028*** 0.051*** 0.027***
(0.005) (0.015) (0.010) (0.015) (0.010)

2 0.427*** 0.050* -0.010 0.052* -0.010
(0.003) (0.027) (0.019) (0.028) (0.019)

3 0.018*** -0.007 -0.034** -0.011 -0.040**
(0.001) (0.026) (0.017) (0.026) (0.017)

4 -0.339*** -0.037* -0.025* -0.039* -0.028*
(0.003) (0.021) (0.014) (0.022) (0.014)

5 (Low) -1.131*** -0.052** -0.024 -0.049* -0.021
(0.005) (0.026) (0.016) (0.026) (0.017)

Difference (1 - 5) 2.427*** 0.108*** 0.052*** 0.100*** 0.048***
(0.007) (0.030) (0.019) (0.030) (0.020)

Fixed Effects No No Yes Yes
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Table 7: Institutional Trading and Merger Performance: Portfolio Weights

This table presents the results for the following regression in two subsamples that are constructed based on the relative weights of acquirer stock in
mutual funds’ portfolios, W ts:

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr

+β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei

where △Hldgi;(0,cls) is the changes in institutional holdings during the bid negotiation period that starts from the quarter end of bid announcement
and lasts until the quarter end of bid completion or withdrawal. BHARi is the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons,
Returni;(0,cls) is the total return of the company stock during the bid negotiation period, F irmSizei,−1yr is the logarithm of the acquirer’s market
value one year before the bid announcement, F irmMBi,−1yr is the market-to-book equity ratio of the acquirer one year before the bid, T urnoveri;(0,cls)
is the total trading volume as a percentage of the acquirer’s share outstanding during bid negotiation period, and EOYi is an end-of-year dummy.
The analyses with industry and year fixed effects are also reported.

High W ts Low W ts Difference High W ts Low W ts Difference
[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m]

BHAR
0.358*** 0.164** 0.081* 0.056* 0.277** 0.108 0.400*** 0.196** 0.091* 0.073** 0.309*** 0.123
(0.116) (0.076) (0.045) (0.031) (0.124) (0.082) (0.120) (0.079) (0.047) (0.032) (0.129) (0.085)

Return 0.274 0.265 0.314*** 0.318*** -0.040 -0.053 0.316 0.307 0.269*** 0.271*** 0.047 0.036
(0.186) (0.186) (0.079) (0.079) (0.202) (0.202) (0.196) (0.197) (0.084) (0.083) (0.213) (0.214)

Size -0.163*** -0.160*** -0.060*** -0.061*** -0.103*** -0.099*** -0.187*** -0.185*** -0.061*** -0.061*** -0.126*** -0.124***
(0.033) (0.033) (0.020) (0.020) (0.039) (0.039) (0.036) (0.036) (0.021) (0.021) (0.042) (0.042)

M/B 0.019 0.020 -0.023 -0.021 0.042 0.041 0.043 0.047 -0.027 -0.024 0.070 0.071
(0.034) (0.034) (0.021) (0.021) (0.040) (0.040) (0.039) (0.039) (0.023) (0.023) (0.045) (0.045)

EOY 0.101 0.119 -0.009 -0.011 0.110 0.130 0.145 0.167 0.009 0.008 0.136 0.159
(0.104) (0.104) (0.051) (0.051) (0.116) (0.116) (0.110) (0.110) (0.054) (0.054) (0.123) (0.123)

Vol -0.038 -0.047 0.019 0.016 -0.057 -0.063 -0.033 -0.044 0.014 0.011 -0.047 -0.055
(0.054) (0.054) (0.023) (0.023) (0.059) (0.059) (0.060) (0.060) (0.025) (0.025) (0.065) (0.065)

Cons. 1.381*** 1.350*** 0.465*** 0.467*** 0.916*** 0.883*** 1.494*** 1.464*** 0.472*** 0.472*** 1.022*** 0.992***
(0.260) (0.261) (0.118) (0.118) (0.286) (0.286) (0.287) (0.288) (0.126) (0.126) (0.313) (0.314)

Fixed Effects No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
# Obs 797 797 797 797 796 796 795 795
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Table 8: Pre-announcement Institutional Trading and Expected Profits

This table presents the results for the following two regressions:

∆Hldgi;(−5,−1) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(−5,−1) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr + β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(−5,−1) + β6EOYi + ei

∆Hldgi;(−5,−1) = α + β1 |BHARi| + β2Returni;(−5,−1) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr + β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(−5,−1) + β6EOYi + ei

△Hldgi;(−5,−1) is the change in institutional holdings of acquirer i’s stocks during an one-year window before the quarter of bid announcement. BHARi

is the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons, and |BHARi| is the absolute value of BHARi. Returni;(−5,−1) is the total
return of the acquirer stock during the one-year pre-announcement window, F irmSizei,−1yr is the logarithm of the acquirer’s market value one year
before the bid, F irmMBi is the market-to-book equity ratio of the acquirer one year before the bid, T urnoveri;(−5,−1) is the total trading volume as
the percentage of the acquirer’s shares outstanding during the one-year pre-announcement window. The end-of-year dummy EOYi is not included
in the regression because the one-year trading period must contain at least one fourth quarter, so EOYi = 1 for all observations. The analyses with
industry and year fixed effects are also reported.

[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m]

BHAR
-0.043 -0.033 -0.040 -0.025
(0.046) (0.031) (0.047) (0.031)

|BHAR| 0.214*** 0.122*** 0.204*** 0.092*
(0.073) (0.046) (0.076) (0.048)

Return 0.357*** 0.361*** 0.372*** 0.370*** 0.337*** 0.340*** 0.350*** 0.345***
(0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047)

Size -0.087*** -0.087*** -0.076*** -0.080*** -0.077*** -0.077*** -0.067*** -0.072***
(0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.015)

M/B 0.026 0.026 0.021 0.022 0.011 0.011 0.009 0.010
(0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.017) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019) (0.019)

EOY -0.044 -0.045 -0.047 -0.043 -0.007 -0.008 -0.012 -0.008
(0.046) (0.045) (0.045) (0.045) (0.046) (0.046) (0.046) (0.046)

Vol -0.010 -0.010 -0.013 -0.011 0.009 0.009 0.007 0.009
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014) (0.014)

Cons. 0.742*** 0.739*** 0.602*** 0.630*** 0.657*** 0.656*** 0.522*** 0.576***
(0.103) (0.103) (0.113) (0.111) (0.107) (0.107) (0.118) (0.115)

Fixed Effects No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
# Obs 1,402 1,402 1,402 1,402 1,402 1,402 1,402 1,402
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Table 9: Intention to Voice and Trading for Profits

This table presents the results for the following regression in two subsamples that are constructed based on the institutions’ investment horizon:

∆Hldgi;(0,cls) = α + β1BHARi + β2Returni;(0,cls) + β3F irmSizei,−1yr

+β4F irmMBi,−1yr + β5T urnoveri;(0,cls) + β6EOYi + ei

where △Hldgi;(0,cls) is the changes in institutional holdings during the bid negotiation period that starts from the quarter end of bid announcement
and lasts until the quarter end of bid completion or withdrawal. BHARi is the post-merger buy-and-hold abnormal return over different horizons,
Returni;(0,cls) is the total return of the company stock during the bid negotiation period, F irmSizei,−1yr is the logarithm of the acquirer’s market
value one year before the bid announcement, F irmMBi,−1yr is the market-to-book equity ratio of the acquirer one year before the bid, T urnoveri;(0,cls)
is the total trading volume as percent of the acquirer’s share outstanding during bid negotiation period, and EOYi is an end-of-year dummy. The
analyses with industry and year fixed effects are also reported.

Weak Intention Strong Intention Difference Weak Intention Strong Intention Difference
[0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m] [0, 12m] [0, 24m]

BHAR
0.325*** 0.179*** 0.004 -0.002 0.321*** 0.181*** 0.350*** 0.217*** 0.011 0.008 0.339*** 0.209***
(0.101) (0.068) (0.034) (0.022) (0.107) (0.071) (0.104) (0.070) (0.034) (0.022) (0.109) (0.073)

Return 0.475** 0.472** 0.254*** 0.256*** 0.221 0.216 0.497** 0.484** 0.229*** 0.229*** 0.268 0.255
(0.188) (0.188) (0.050) (0.050) 0.195 0.195 (0.197) (0.197) (0.051) (0.051) 0.203 0.203

Size -0.127*** -0.126*** -0.015* -0.015* -0.112*** -0.111*** -0.139*** -0.138*** -0.012 -0.012 -0.127*** -0.126***
(0.034) (0.034) (0.009) (0.009) (0.035) (0.035) (0.037) (0.037) (0.009) (0.009) (0.038) (0.038)

M/B -0.002 -0.001 0.006 0.006 -0.008 -0.007 0.012 0.015 0.010 0.010 0.002 0.005
(0.040) (0.040) (0.012) (0.012) (0.042) (0.042) (0.043) (0.043) (0.013) (0.013) (0.045) (0.045)

EOY 0.013 0.030 0.027 0.027 -0.014 0.003 0.047 0.071 0.019 0.019 0.028 0.052
(0.109) (0.110) (0.032) (0.032) (0.114) (0.115) (0.115) (0.115) (0.033) (0.033) (0.120) (0.120)

Vol 0.020 0.005 -0.017 -0.017 0.037 0.022 0.016 0.001 -0.009 -0.009 0.025 0.010
(0.063) (0.063) (0.014) (0.014) (0.065) (0.065) (0.069) (0.069) (0.014) (0.014) (0.070) (0.070)

Cons. 1.000*** 0.992*** 0.167*** 0.167*** 0.833*** 0.825*** 1.039*** 1.024*** 0.136** 0.136** 0.903*** 0.888***
(0.236) (0.236) (0.063) (0.063) (0.244) (0.244) (0.252) (0.252) (0.066) (0.066) (0.260) (0.260)

Fixed Effects No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
# Obs 797 797 797 797 795 795 795 795
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Table 10: Intention to Voice and Deal Outcome

This table presents the results for the following regression in two subsamples that are constructed based on the
average investment horizon of institutions that hold the acquirer:

Ii = α + β1CARi + β2Xi + ei

where Ii is a dummy variable that equals one if deal i is withdrawn and zero otherwise; CARi is the acquirer 3-day
cumulative abnormal announcement return; and Xi is the control variable vector that includes acquirer size, relative
deal size, acquirer Tobin’s Q, leverage, operating cash flow, conglomeration dummy, tender offer dummy, hostile
bid dummy, all equity payment dummy, and all cash payment dummy. The analyses with industry and year fixed
effects are also reported.

Weak Intention Strong Intention Difference Weak Intention Strong Intention Difference

CAR
0.085 -0.234*** 0.319*** 0.067 -0.205*** 0.272**

(0.106) (0.069) (0.126) (0.109) (0.071) (0.130)

SizeAcq
-0.009 -0.011*** 0.002 -0.011* -0.009** -0.002
(0.006) (0.004) (0.007) (0.006) (0.004) (0.007)

T ranV al
0.014 0.020*** -0.006 0.009 0.018*** -0.009

(0.013) (0.006) (0.014) (0.013) (0.006) (0.014)

MBAcq
-0.001 -0.000 -0.001 -0.003 -0.005 0.002
(0.006) (0.005) (0.008) (0.006) (0.005) (0.008)

LevAcq
0.040 0.023 0.017 0.012 0.024 -0.012

(0.036) (0.018) (0.040) (0.037) (0.019) (0.042)

Conglom
0.009 0.012 -0.003 0.022 0.009 0.013

(0.017) (0.015) (0.023) (0.018) (0.016) (0.024)

T ender
-0.015 0.047** -0.062* -0.008 0.031 -0.039
(0.025) (0.022) (0.033) (0.026) (0.023) (0.035)

Hostile
0.250*** 0.727*** -0.477*** 0.261*** 0.708*** -0.447***
(0.053) (0.065) (0.084) (0.054) (0.068) (0.087)

All Equity
0.084*** 0.042** 0.042* 0.068*** 0.043** 0.025
(0.019) (0.017) (0.025) (0.021) (0.018) (0.028)

All Cash
0.017 0.022 -0.005 -0.006 0.024 -0.030

(0.026) (0.017) (0.031) (0.028) (0.017) (0.033)

Cons. 0.221* 0.264*** -0.043 0.269** 0.238*** 0.031
(0.115) (0.078) (0.139) (0.124) (0.086) (0.151)

Fixed Effects No No Yes Yes
# Obs 1,188 1,482 1,182 1,480
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Figure 1: Timeline of Trading and Merger Performance

This figure illustrates three time periods for measuring institutional investors’ trading of acquirer stock before, around, and after bid
announcements. It also shows the different horizons over which merger performance is measured. △Hldg−5,−1 is the change of institutional
investors’ holding of the acquirer stock during 4 quarter periods before the quarter of bid announcement; △Hldg−1,0 is the change of
institutional investors’ holding of the acquirer stock during the quarter of bid announcement; △Hldg0,cls is the change of institutional
investors’ holding of the acquirer stock from the quarter end of bid announcement to the quarter end of bid outcome. BHARcls+n,cls+m

is the acquirer’s buy-and-hold abnormal return measured in the event window that starts from n quarters after bid outcome and covers
up to m quarters after bid outcome. DateAnn and DateClose are the exact date of bid announcement and bid outcome.

 

DealAnn DealClose 

𝚫𝑯𝒍𝒅𝒈−𝟓,−𝟏 𝚫𝑯𝒍𝒅𝒈−𝟏,𝟎 𝚫𝑯𝒍𝒅𝒈𝟎,𝒄𝒍𝒔 

𝑩𝑯𝑨𝑹𝒄𝒍𝒔,𝒄𝒍𝒔+𝟐 

𝑩𝑯𝑨𝑹𝒄𝒍𝒔+𝟐,𝒄𝒍𝒔+𝟒 

𝑩𝑯𝑨𝑹𝒄𝒍𝒔+𝟒,𝒄𝒍𝒔+𝟖 

𝑩𝑯𝑨𝑹𝒄𝒍𝒔,𝒄𝒍𝒔+𝟖 

𝑩𝑯𝑨𝑹𝒄𝒍𝒔,𝒄𝒍𝒔+𝟒 
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Figure 2: Expected Gap

This figure provides a summary of the expected gap presented in our analyses. The expected gap is calculated using the formula:

E(gapi) = 1
Hldgi;−1

(
β1V ar(BHARi) + E(∆Hldgi|BHAR)E(BHARi)

)
.

Here, Hldgi;−1 corresponds to the institutional investors’ pre-announcement holding on the acquirer stock. BHAR is 1-year buy-and-hold
abnormal return (BHAR) of the acquirer stock post-merger. β1 is the coefficient estimated from the regression of ∆Hldgi|BHAR onto
BHARi and other covariates. ∆Hldgi|BHAR represents the portion of institutional investor trading explained by BHAR after accounting
for the effects of other covariates. The subgroups are categorized based on the respective variables. |BHAR| represents the absolute value
of BHAR. Size measures the size of the M&A deal relative to the acquirer firm’s market capitalization before announcement. Liquidity
is measured by the bid-ask spread of the acquirer stock. Holding represents institutions’ initial holdings X0. Ability is measured by
institutional investors’ trading performance in past M&As. PtfWeight is indicative of the relative weights of the acquirer stock in mutual
funds’ portfolios. WeakVoice is measured by institutions’ investment horizon, where a shorter investment horizon implies weaker influence.
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